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Introduction

Why Indonesia
Indonesia is unique among the world’s emerging markets in having a large and youthful
domestic market, political stability as well as abundant natural resources. This section looks
at what really differentiates Indonesia as a market of the future.

Economic Overview
Indonesia’s promising GDP growth figures and flourishing stock market are attracting global
investor interest. This section looks at Indonesia’s economic policies and some of the
challenges that lay ahead in ensuring sustainable growth and further FDI.

Sector Analysis & Interviews

Agriculture
This section looks at Indonesia’s wide ranging agriculture sector in depth and at specific
subsectors of interest such as cocoa, rubber and palm oil.

Education 
Local universities are keen to establish global links and position themselves for the globalised
world. This section looks at how the sector is developing and the partnership opportunities
to be found in it. 

Energy
This section looks at Indonesia’s growing energy demands and how the country is tapping
into its immense reserves of oil, gas, coal as well as geothermal energy and other renewable
sources. 

Finance
This section looks at how after showing resilience during the 2008 financial crisis, the finance
sector is now maturing to meet the needs of the country’s population and local businesses.

Manufacturing
As wages continue to rise in China’s coastal provinces, Indonesia’s competitive advantages
as a manufacturing base are gaining recognition. This section looks at a selection of industries
including automotive and pharmaceuticals. 

Property
Indonesia’s industrial land and real estate prices remain highly competitive for the region
and the need for infrastructure investment present highly promising opportunities. This
section looks at the property and construction sector as well as PPP projects on offer.

Services
This section covers a broad range of Indonesia’s fast growing service sector including tourism,
transportation as well as retail and the creative industries which are coming to play an
increasing role in the economy. 
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Overview of Agriculture 
Agriculture is a central pillar of the Indonesian economy by providing employment for
millions and in terms of global exports. This section looks at some of the challenges being
faced by the industry and how the government is addressing the need to establish self
sufficiency for ‘food security’. 

Overview of Palm Oil in Indonesia
Crude Palm Oil is one of Indonesia’s most strategically important sectors, being the leading
CPO exporter worldwide. This section provides an overview of the development of the
industry and the plans ahead to double production and increase productivity.

Opportunities in Palm Oil Derivatives 
As the global leader in crude palm oil production, Indonesia has plenty of feedstock at its
disposal to build upon its downstream industry. This section looks specifically at the oleo
chemical industry where Indonesia can play an increasingly significant role.

Overview of Indonesia’s Rubber Industry
With the largest rubber plantations in the world by area covered, Indonesia holds the
potential to be the world’s largest rubber exporter. This section looks at the changes taking
place in Indonesia’s rubber industry to improve competitiveness as world rubber prices
steadily rebound. 

Agriculture; Moving Downstream 
While being a major agricultural commodity producer, Indonesia has not yet taken full
advantage of the downstream and value added processes for its products. This section focuses
on Rubber and Cocoa as examples of the vast opportunities to be found within this sector.

Opportunities in Indonesia’s Sugar Industry
Once a major exporter of sugar, Indonesia now faces the challenge of being heavily reliant
on imports for its domestic consumption and industrial needs. The government is targeting
self sufficiency by 2014 and this section looks at the part that foreign investors can play in
achieving this goal.

Indonesia’s Budding Silk Industry
While being a relatively small producer of silk to date, Indonesia has the necessary attributes
in terms of climate and land availability for a thriving silk industry. This section looks at how
demand for the commodity is developing both in Indonesia and globally. 

Interview
Mrs Margaret Tjhang, President Director of Cisadane Raya Chemicals.

Interview
Mrs Santi Mia Sipan, President Director of Jaty Arthamas.
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Education in Indonesia: Overview
This section provides an introduction to the education sector in Indonesia which is an integral
part of the development of human resources. It offers an overview of the main developments
and challenges in primary, secondary and tertiary education.

Business Education in Indonesia
Indonesia’s business schools are creating the future leaders and entrepreneurs of the
ASEAN’s largest  economy while exploring the values needed for sustainable enterprise. This
section looks at the approach being taken to business education in Indonesia. 

Cooperating with Industry on Education & Research
Indonesia’s universities place a strong focus on ensuring graduate employment by
maintaining close links with businesses for work experience and internships, however this
relationship is not always reflected in cooperation for research.

Addressing the Brain Drain in Indonesia
Indonesia has fallen behind as a contributor to scientific research on a global scale due to
stretched funding and an unconducive environment for lecturers to engage in research. This
section looks at some of the challenges faced by academics in the country.

Islamic Finance & Business Education
Being home to the world’s largest Muslim majority population places Indonesia in an optimal
position for Islamic finance; however a previous lack of formalised education has restrained
the creation of qualified human resources.

Ensuring Quality over Quantity in Higher Education
As the demand for higher education in Indonesia grows, private sector institutions of varying
quality are opening up all over the country to fill the gap that state universities cannot meet.
This section looks at the measures in place to consolidate the sector.

Creating World Class Universities
Indonesia’s universities are not found within the top global institutions worldwide and are
seeking to expand partnerships with universities abroad to absorb best practices as well as
explore the niche areas in which they can make an impact on the world of academia.

Partnership & Investment Opportunities in Education
Following the revision of the Negative Investment List in 2010, the permitted foreign
ownership in the non formal education sector has increased while the education sector in
general presents interesting investment and partnership opportunities.

Interview
Professor Sammy Kristamuljana, Dean of Prasetiya Mulya Business School.

Interview
Dr Haryanto, Rector of Institut Bisnis dan Informatika Indonesia.
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Overview of the Oil & Gas Sector in Indonesia
Once an OPEC member and the world’s leading LNG exporter, Indonesia is now a net oil
importer and has lost its position in LNG to Qatar. This section covers the outlook for oil and
gas as domestic energy demand continues to rise in line with development. 

Challenges in Indonesia’s Oil and Gas Industry
Investment in exploration of new blocks to compensate for ageing oil and gas fields has been
slow to come forward and thus output has seen a steady decline for oil in particular. This
section looks at what has held back investors and the challenges that lay ahead for the sector. 

Overview of the Coal Industry in Indonesia
Environmental concerns and events in Japan have put the spotlight on developed country’s
sources of energy. This section looks at the key trends impacting the coal industry worldwide
and the effect on Indonesia as the leading thermal coal exporter.

Balancing Domestic Demand and Exports in Coal
While being a relative newcomer to the coal industry, Indonesia is well positioned to serve
the energy hungry markets of Japan, India and China. This section looks into how the country
is meeting the growing domestic consumption alongside demand for exports.

Overview of Geothermal Energy in Indonesia 
Indonesia has the largest proven reserves of geothermal energy in the world and is aiming
to become the largest producer of it over the next decade. This section looks at some of the
challenges in the sector that have held back development and the recent regulatory changes
to boost it.

Investing in Geothermal Energy in Indonesia
Indonesia’s domestic electricity demand is increasing at an average of 9% annually thus press-
ing the need for accelerated development of its geothermal resources. This section looks at
how investors can enter the sector and the legal framework governing the industry.

Opportunities in Energy: Beyond Fossil Fuels
Indonesia has ambitious goals to cut its greenhouse emissions and move into becoming a
low carbon economy by putting to use its vast resources in renewable energy. With clear tar-
gets set for 2025 to diversify its energy mix, the sector holds wide ranging opportunities for
investment.

Interview
Mr Mochamed Harun, Vice President of Corporate Communications at Pertamina. 

Interview
Mr Supramu Santosa, President Director of Supreme Energy. 





      



 
       
     





    





 

      

   
    

    





     

 
   
     
      

      




    
     
 

       
     

     

  


    

   
     
     

     







      

      
    
    
    


   


   

    
    










    





    

    

        
     




 


       



     


    


     



       

     
 
       
    




 




    

    
    

  



    


      




    




   


  
   

 
    
  
   








 
      
   



       
     



     





    






     
     

  
      
    
   


    
  
      


    



    

 

     

    
    


    


   


      

    

     

     

   
    
 
      

      

      
   


      
     
    
    
  
    
      




     







      
     
     



    
     

    
    
    
     


     
    
     
      
     
     
    

    
    

 
    

    
 
    

     
     
        

     
   

 

     


     
    
      

 
 

      
      
 

      
      
   

     

 

     
     
    

    
     



    

  
   
   
  


   
 








    
    
 



      
    
   


     

     



    
    
      

      
 


     




    



    



   



 
  



      
  
      
 

     

    


      


    

 
      
 
 

     

 

  
  
  
  
   













    
    
    
     
      

     
    

      

     
    
    
    





      
 


     
     



 
      


  

    
  


    

     
    
     
    





 

      

    


    
     


      
      
    


    





    

  
  
   

   
   








     

 
      

       
   
      


   


     

      


 



     
   

      
   

     
    
    


     
   



    


      


      

     
    
    
    

      
     

   



     
 
      
     

      
      
      
 


     


   

     


      
      
    


   



        







    


     
    
    


     


     




    
    
    

     
 
 

      
     
     
      

      
    

      
    
      
    


     

     





    

 


    
   
    
     




 
    
    
    




   
    



    

    


     
 

     
     
    



    











    




      

     


    
      
     


     
     


     


      


    
     


     
       




 
     
       

     
     


     
  

   
     
   
     
    

   
      

    




     
 
       

 

     

 
    
    

     
  

       
  



    



    
     
 

   













Finance

Opportunities in Indonesia’s Banking Industry
The robust growth of the banking sector since its recovery from the Asian financial crisis is
making the sector highly attractive to investors. This section looks at some of the current op-
portunities to be found in the burgeoning industry.

Capital Markets Overview
As the best performing index in the Asia Pacific region over 2010, Indonesia’s capital market
is flourishing and will play a larger role in economic development. This section provides an
overview of the key trends and the outlook for the bourse in the medium term.

Indonesia’s Islamic Banking Sector
Being the largest Muslim majority country in the world, the finance industry has high hopes
for the future of the Islamic banking sector in Indonesia. This section looks at the main de-
velopments of the sector and some of the key opportunities within it. 

Making the Banks Work for the Real Economy
While the Indonesian banking sector continues to book healthy profits, the high rate of lend-
ing has led to criticism over the industry’s contribution to real economic development. This
section looks at the challenges being faced to improve lending. 

Capital Markets: Widening the Local Investor Base
Despite the encouraging performance of Indonesia’s capital markets over recent years, the
participation of domestic investors still pales in comparison to that of foreigners. This section
looks at steps being taken to educate the public and widen the local investor base. 

The Prospects for Indonesia’s Insurance Industry
Offering a young population and a low penetration rate; Indonesia’s insurance industry is
the fastest growing of the ASEAN. This section looks at the trends for the full range of In-
donesian consumers from micro insurance to unit linked products. 

Interview
Mr Maryono, President Director of Bank Mutiara.

Interview
Mr Arvin Arifin, President Director of Bank Muamalat

Interview
Mr Eddy Berutu, President Director of WanaArtha Life. 
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Manufacturing

Overview of the Manufacturing Sector
An introduction to the manufacturing sector of Indonesia and the main industries involved
in it. This section provides an overview of the trends impacting the industry and recent
changes that have taken place to shape its course of development such as the CAFTA.

Overview of Fibre, Textiles and Garments
An outline of some of the main trends in Indonesia’s fibre, textile and garment industry. As
the global economy recovers and demand from emerging markets within the ASEAN
increases, this section looks at Indonesia’s standing in terms of both exports and domestic
consumption.

Challenges in Indonesia’s FTG Industry
While being one of Indonesia’s oldest industries, the country’s FTG producers have found it
difficult to maintain a competitive edge. This section covers some of the challenges being
faced by the sector in a context of intensified regional and global competition. 

Overview of the Pharmaceutical Sector 
The value of Indonesia’s pharmaceutical market remains low considering the size of the
population providing plenty of scope for future growth. This section looks at the
characteristics of the sector and trends among Indonesian consumers.

Opportunities in the Pharmaceutical Sector
Indonesia’s vast domestic market and positioning as the largest economy within the ASEAN
make it an attractive option for pharmaceutical producers seeking to tap into the region. This
section looks at some the main developments and regulations governing investment in the
sector. 

Automotive Industry: Driving Manufacturing
The automotive sector has become a major driver of the economy for both sales and
manufacturing. Poised to become the largest car market in the ASEAN, car manufacturers
have stepped up their capacity and may see Indonesia positioned as a regional and global
hub.

Overview of the Food & Beverage Sector
The food and beverage sector is one of the fastest growing subsectors in Indonesia’s manu-
facturing industry due to increased consumer spending and changing lifestyles. This section
looks at the interaction between local and multinational players as well as consumer habits.

Interview
Mr Johan Tamsir, President Director of Trimitra Citrahasta.

Interview
Ms Stacey Hermijanto and Mr Suresh Khurana, Managing Director and Chief Operational
Officer of Shinta Group.
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Property

Property in Indonesia: Overview
An overview of Indonesia’s real estate sector, looking at how the industry has fared during
the downturns of both the Asian crisis and the global financial crisis of 2008. This section
covers trends in real estate prices, rental yields as well as office and retail space demand.

Opportunities in Real Estate
Demand for housing at both ends of the spectrum continues to grow in line with urbanisation
and rising incomes presenting ripe investment and joint venture opportunities. This section
covers how foreign investors can access the sector. 

Industrial Land and Property
A recent trend in increasing demand for industrial land is testament to Indonesia’s
attractiveness as a manufacturing and export base. This section looks at the industrial estates
and facilities that the country has to offer to investors looking to tap into Indonesia as a
regional production hub. 

Law on Foreign Ownership
Changes to the law on foreign ownership of property have been long awaited by investors
as Indonesia’s property prices remain some of the lowest in the region. This section features
information on what shape the upcoming changes will have and the opportunities to be found
within it.

Land Acquisition Law
Accelerating much needed infrastructure projects has been held back by unclear regulations
surrounding land acquisition procedures and compensation. This section looks at the
upcoming changes currently being debated by law makers and the impact that they are likely
to have.

Public Private Partnerships
With an estimated $140 billion USD needed in infrastructure investment over the next 5 years,
the government is keen to attract foreign investors for ambitious projects in roads, ports and
power plants. This section looks at the main projects and the incentives for investors. 

Challenges in the Construction Sector
Indonesia’s construction sector faces limitations in terms of human resources, technology and
capacity. This section looks at how the sector is faring and what is being done to develop the
private sector of the industry to allow them to compete with state behemoths.

Interview
Mr Suharso Monoarfa, Minister of Public Housing of the Republic of Indonesia. 
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Services

Transport in Indonesia: Roads and Railways
Indonesia’s land transport takes the bulk of both passengers and cargo, yet it is under strain
and in need of a major overhaul under the National Long Term Transport Sector Plan. This
section covers some of the planned projects including the MRT in Jakarta. 

Indonesia’s Commercial Airline Industry
As the 12th largest aviation market in the world to date, Indonesia’s commercial airline
industry has an exciting future ahead of it. This section looks at some of the challenges faced
by the sector as it braces itself for increased competition from the ASEAN Open Skies Policy
in 2015.

Indonesia’s Shipping Sector
This section provides an overview of the developments in Indonesia’s shipping industry and
reforms that are underway to improve efficiency in the logistics sector following the
introduction of cabotage and the liberalisation of port management as of 2011. 

The Rise of Modern Retail Outlets
Indonesia is gaining recognition as a major consumer market considering that domestic
consumption accounts for over 60% of GDP. This section looks at how modern retail outlets
such as hypermarkets and malls are gaining market share among Indonesian consumers.

Indonesia’s Creative Industries
Indonesia’s rich cultural diversity has given rise to a rapidly growing creative industry that
is set to have an even more prominent role in the future as the country transitions to a
knowledge based economy. This section looks at how the government is supporting
innovation in this sector.

Opportunities and Challenges in the Creative Industry
Indonesia’s large and youthful domestic market is highly adaptive to new trends and
technology. This section looks at some of the opportunities in the sector given the revision of
the Negative Investment List and the challenges for new entrepreneurs in protecting their
intellectual property. 

Tourism: Untapping the Potential
Long known for the idyllic beaches of Bali; the rest of the Archipelago has yet to attract the
tourism numbers that it deserves. This section looks at some of the obstacles holding back
the tourism sector to date and reforms being undertaken to improve logistics and human
resources.

Interview
Mr Suresh Vembu, Company Director of AKR Corporindo. 
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